ON SOME ALMOST ANALYTIC TENSOR FIELDS IN ALMOST COMPLEX MANIFOLDS
BY Yosio MUTO § 1. Introduction, contra variant almost analytic vector fields in the strict sense.
Almost analytic vectors and almost analytic tensors were studied by M. Ako, S. Koto, I. Sato, S. Sawaki, S. Tachibana, K. Yano and others. In the present paper we define contravariant almost analytic vector fields in the strict sense. A contravariant vector field u h is almost analytic in the strict sense when u h is almost analytic in the ordinary sense and, moreover, u h satisfies N j% h u J = Q where Nji h is the Nijenhuis tensor of the almost complex structure. An almost analytic tensor field in the strict sense is similarly defined. As a consequence of such definition we can treat these vector fields and tensor fields in a unified form. We also find that almost analytic tensors always appear in couples. In the last section some local property of an integral manifold of a distribution associated with contravariant almost analytic vector fields is studied.
Let M be a C°° manifold of dimension 2n admitting an almost complex structure /. In the present paper we consider contravariant almost analytic vector fields only in the strict sense. Hence we drop the phrase "in the strict sense".
From this definition and (1.4) contravariant almost analytic vector fields also appear in couples such as u h and ΰ h . As the main purpose of the present paper is to study local properties of vector and tensor fields, we consider such fields defined on some domain of M. §2. Almost analytic pairs of scalars.
Let u, u be a pair of contravariant almost analytic vector fields different from zero at every point of a domain S). If a contravariant vector field i? given by 
which can be written in the form where
Since we have the function / has no maximum in its domain according to Hopf's theorem [7] . This proves the following proposition. [6] . § 3. Almost analytic tensors. In order to calculate the Lie derivative of (3.1)^ we write (3. 1) 7M/ in the form It must be remarked that our almost analytic tensors (vectors) are almost analytic tensors (vectors) in the strict sense. From Theorem 4. 1 we see easily that the set of all almost analytic contravariant vectors is a Lie algebra. But we are considering local properties and our fields are local. Hence we must state this result in the following form.
PROPOSITION 2. 7. Any almost harmonic scalar has no maximum in its domain. If M is compact, every almost harmonic scalar which is defined over M globally is a constant

. Then a (p-1, q-l)-tensor F (ί) CΛ) obtained from r (i) C7i) by contracting with respect to one contravariant index and one covariant index is also an almost analytic tensor. Let T be a pure (p, q)-tensor where pl^l, q^l and let (T, T) be an almost analytic pair. Then a pair of (/>-!, q-V)-tensors (F, F) where V is obtained by contracting T with respect to one covariant index and one contravariant index is
THEOREM 4. 2. Let P be a point of M and U be a neighbourhood of P. The set of all almost analytic contravariant vector fields over U is denoted by &/• Then §u is a Lie algebra. If
As we have £uU
Hence an almost analytic pair of contravariant vector fields spans a distribution which is involutive in the domain where the pair does not vanish [6] . § 5. Almost analytic distributions. It will be easily seen that / are the components of an almost complex struc-β ture '/ of X 2m° with respect to the frame u and that 'F β a are the components of a the same structure '/ with respect to the local coordinate system (η). We say that '/ is induced from /. If we use the local coordinate system (η) in M the structure / has the components 
Let U be an open set in M and
u h , u h =ύ h , u h , •••, u h , u h -ύ
